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Students Honored
At Service Dinner
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Students contributing outstanding services and talents to the college community were honored last
night at a recognition banquet
at 5:30 in Spartan Cafeteria.
Awards given were, Meritorious
Service Awards, La Torre Awards,
Departmental Recognition, Who’s
Who Among American Colleges
and Universities, Chi Omega Social Science Award. Other honors
included Stu dent Government
Merit Scholarships and Outstanding Senior Awards.
The Rev. J. Benton White, campus ombudsman gave the invocation. ASH President Vic Lee welcomed those In attendance and
Barbara Barr, Black Masque president, introduced guests.
Rodger Rodzen, College Union
director, announced the winners of
the Meritorious Service Awards
given for outstanding service to
the college during the current
academic year.
OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Students must have participated
in a variety of activities or conducted one major or outstanding
service in an unusually excellent
manner.
The winners are: Jose Alvarez,
Dan Anderson, Steve Bay, Charles
Brown, Ken Bryant, Brian Burgess, Alice Copple, Tony Coppolo,
Cynthia Coutts, Craig Donnelly,
Craig Evans, Susan Fine, Jim
Fritz, John Graham, Earl Hansen,
Richard Harder, Steve DeLucchi,
Bill Langan, Scott LeFaver, Sue
Leonard, Sherri Kehoe, Alan Koch,
Larry McCloud, Joan Maher, Gary
Moore, William Roth, Mike Rutz,
Lewis Solitske, Jerry Townsend,
Shel Tracy, Penny Weahunt,
Dr. William Dusel, executive
vice-president, announced winners
of the La Torre Awards, given to
students for superlative services to
the college during the school year
in a variety of activities, including
group leadership. This year’s recipients are, Ron Bats, Barbara
Barr, Nancy Bonanno, Maryanna
Clark, Wynn Cook, Valerie Dickerson, Martha Getsla, Bob Gottschalk, Nancy Jones, Larry Lundberg, Tina Newton, Richard Reeb,
Julie Stoddard, Chris Tanimoto
and George Watts,
DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Following this, Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, assistant academic vicepresident, announced the Departmental Recognition Awards which
were given to students for outstanding performance in department activities and for academic
excellence. W i nne rs were announced in each of the five SJS
"schools."
Dr. Robert D. Clark, SJS college president, then announced

nominations for Who’s Who in
American Colleges and Universities. The nominees are: Barbara
Barr, Kenneth Becker, Ernest
Blake, Margaret Bonanno, Edward
Burrows, James Caldwell, William
Clark, Kevin Currlin, Melba Fersberg, Paul Geiser, Martha Getsla,
Hilary Goldwater, Robert Gottschalk, Steven Hoberg, Nancy
Jones, Stanley Klemetson, Jack
Likins, Gene Lokey, Jules Loventhal, Kathleen McCarty, Susan
Mitchell, Cluistina Newton, Karen
Prouty, Sharon Spangler, Robert
Stahl and Robert Steward.
ASB INSTALLATION
Carol Palm then announced the
Chi Omega Social Science Award
winners, unavailable at press time.
Outgoing ASH President Vic
Lee participated in the installation
of new student government of
Lee then announced the winners of the Student Government
Merit Scholarship Awards who
are: Susie Mitchell, Bob Gottschalk, Jose Alvarez, George Watts,
Chris Tanimoto and Jules Loventhal, honorable mention.
Dean of Students, Dr. Stanley
Benz announced outstanding Senior Awards which were meted to
Valerie Dickerson, Tina Newton,
and Bob Gottschalk.
The ceremonies closed with the
Installation of new members of
Blue Key by Kevin Currlin, Barbara Barr swore in new members
of Black Masque.
Newly installed ASH President
Dick Miner gave closing remarks
to the Reception Banquet. The
evening’s activities were coordinated by Mrs. Phyllis Sutphen, adviser for the recognition committee.

Seminarians Tell
’Kerner’ Reactions
Two seminarians who helped
prepare the controversial "Little
Kerner" report on racial problems
in the Bay Area will speak on
Seventh Street Wednesday.
Their talk will begin at 11:30
a.m. and last for about an hour.
The Brothers are from St. Patrick’s Seminary in San Francisco.
The duo will tell about experiences
in preparing the report, reactions
to it, and what has been accomplished since its publication.
During the discussion, contributions will be collected for the
Minority S tudent Scholarship
Fund, sponsored by the ASH Student Minority Support Commission. The fund will help underprivileged minority group students
with their school and housing
expenses.
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fuel consumption. Harry Brandt
took third place in this event and
Dick Fairbanks, team captain, won
fifth.
In precision spot landings pilots
must land the planes on a line
marked on the runway. Harry
Brandt took fifth in this event.
George Rouse was the third
member of the prize-winning team.
Time did not permit Shreve and
the team members to fly clubowned planes to the meet. Most of
the estimated 25 schools flew their
own planes. The Flying Twenty
members traveled to Ohio by commercial airline and rented a 1961
Cessna 150 for competition.
Ohio State University was

Hawaiian Theme Set for Co-Rec
"Make a Lei," will be the theme
for Co-Rec Wednesday when a
Hawaiian atmosphere will be the
order of the evening in the Women’s gym.
Appearing for the dancing pleasure of attending SJS students will

be the Guildetl Cage combo,
In addition to dancing, at the
break, an exhibition of Hawaiian
dancing will be given.
Co-Rec also features swimming,
Volleyball, table tennis and various
special events.

Almost an ’Also Ran’

By RICK McQUISTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
institution with all the potential to become a truly superior school is perilous"SJS an
ly chew to brew ]] i ]] g a mediocre, also-ran’ college. And the tesigedy is that if there is still faint
hope, the chances of recovery are dismal."
Saing this, Dr. Harold M. Hodges, chairman of the department of sociology and anthropoli,p, has resigned that position in disgust over a university system by which "we are slowly
’ being suffocated."
"I speak as an administrator
who
alarmed, disgusted, and
iser
very, vy worried about the fate
of San Jose State College, Dr.
Hodges said.
Dr. Hodges, who will author a
book on introductory sociology for
A small group of students there was "no oppression against Harper and Row next year, cited
a "complex of conditions which are
listened Friday, to speakers gath- the White minority."
C. K. Moreland, editor of the Son foremost among the many which
ered at a rally on Seventh Street
of Jabberwock, called for creation cripple our losing fight to recruit
in memory of Malcolm X. His of a Black cultural and social com- and retain outstanding faculty."
birthday was yesterday.
munity where all Blacks could
PAY NONCOMPETITIVE
Ken Knowles, a member of the participate regardless of whether
He listed a salary schedule
Action,
Students
for
United Black
they were in the movement or not. "which is so disgracefully low that
challenged the white community to He proposed a Black Student it is simply noncompetitive with
do something about the concentra- Union to be organized and financed Institutions of equivalent quality"
tion camps erected by the govern- through the Experimental College. as a prime example of his frusment, that he said everybody
Moreland also said that he be- trations.
knows exist. He warned of an "in- lieved it possible for Blacks and
Dr. Hodges, who has been a decreasing militarism" in the United Whites to get along but that there partment chairman for three years,
States.
should be a shift in the cultural also deplored the hiring and proRobert Stroughter, Black can- trends.
moting of faculty members accorddidate for supervisor in the Second
He said for over 400 years Black ing to a "60-40" ratio so that only
District, recalled the pilgrimage people have been emulating the a fixed percentage of the faculty
Malcolm X made to the holy city of White people. This should be re- may reach the level of associate
Photo by Larry Jamison
Mecca. He said Malcolm X found versed, Moreland asserted. He said or full professor.
Blacks, Whites, and Arabs, living it was "more realistic for White
MINI -SKIRTED Sparta Life girls will be roving the campus today,
This formula, he said, forces
there together in peace, but that people to try and act like niggers." promotion-deserving assistant proselling the summer issue of Sparta Life. From left are Julie McMoreland explained there would fessors "to wait one more year
the area was controlled by Black
Collum, senior art history major; Donna Silva, sophomore nursing
people. Stroughter emphasized that be nothing political in a Black often two or three more years
major, and Kristine Patterson, sophomore art major.
Student Union. He called for for that promotion which they
classes in Black history, Swahili, merit by official criteria."
and literature and drama workAlong with this, Dr. Hodges
shops as well as a theater group. said, is an ever-expanding teachMoreland said that by making the ing load which permits no contact
community social and cultural in- between teachers and students. "It
stead of political, it can be an en- severely blunts our staff’s effectirely Black organization, and the tiveness and their passion for
White community will not be able teaching and scholarship," he said.
to infiltrate it.
NO ENJOYMENT
should pull out of Vietnam, Crans- Hershey’s replacement, Cranston
By BILL HURSCHMANN
A 200-1 student-teacher ratio in
ton said we must do it responsibly; said, "I think he should be fired
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
his department ranks it as the
"Our government totally fails to we cannot leave "our friends and replaced by a youi.ger man
largest department in that respect
generation."
younger
closer
to
the
there."
of
the
Amerineeds
respond to the
In the college, he explained. "You
If elected, he said he would do
Cranston, sponsored by SJS
can’t enjoy teaching and the stucan people," Alan Cranston, United
States Senatorial candidate, told Young Democrats, is seeking the all he could to bring about a
dents can’t enjoy it either."
a small crowd Friday in Morris Democratic nomination for Sena- change in the draft, "lock, stock
Dr. Roland Lee, chairman of the
Dailey Auditorium,
tor in the June 4 California pri- and barrel."
English Department, agreed with
STREETS CRISIS
Dr. Hodges and called for a com"A responsive, courageous, cre- mary.
We are also "faced with a crisis
plete abandonment of the "60-40"
The 53-year-old former Controlative government" is needed to
formula.
solve the basic problems in ler, insisted on South Vietnam in the streets of our cities, with
"The pressure to retain the
America today," Cranston said.
assuming more responsibility. "I riots, civil uprisings and a rising
An employee election is set for
policy is coming from the DepartThe former California State Con- insist that the people and the gov- crime rate" occuring.
May
29
to
resolve
the
long-con"The real solutions to violence
ment of Finance," he said.
troller said there are two issues ernment of South Vietnam start
tested issue of union representa"Next year we will have 30 aswhich are major problems in shouldering a share of the burden," lie in finding the root causes of tion for cafeteria workers.
sistant professors and they will be
America today. "We face a crisis he said. ’Peace will only come that violence," he said. Cranston
Employees
will
have
a
choice
of
in Vietnam and we face a crisis about if the people and the govern- called for such programs as Job representation by either the Cali- at this level. It’s going to be an
in the streets of our cities," Crans- ment of the South have the will training and equal opportunity fornia State Employees’ Associa- Increasingly aggravating situation."
and commitment to govern and conditions for all Americans.
ton said.
"We have the capacity now to tion (CSEA) or the Union of State
"Signs have not been too hope- defend themselves."
Employees Local 411 (USE), or no
that
man
has
never
had
do
things
ful in Paris," Cranston said, in reSTUDENT DEFERRMENTS
the power to do before. We live in organized representation.
lation to the Vietnam cirisis. He
The board of directors of SparRelating another major concern, a new age, so new that the governsaid 562 Americans were killed last
tan Shops, Inc., operators of the
week in Vietnam. "We must face Cranston said "I believe that we ment lags behind the people, The cafeteria,
voted Thursday to acthe brute and unpleasant fact that should defer all students from the day the atomic bomb was dropped cept an
election arrangement
negotiations may go on endlessly, draft, and also those working in on Hiroshima, August 6, 1945, the eel RC upon earlier
by CSEA and
Vista and the Peace Corps," al- world changed forever. It was the
or they may fail entirely."
USE.
though he said deferments are un- end of one Christian world and
The
election
was
arranged by
OWN COURSE
just and undemocratic. He believes possibly the beginning of another,"
the California Conciliation Service
"We should determine our own the draft should be replaced with Cranston said.
Cranston concluded, saying he is at the request of Spartan Shops.
course and act upon our own con- a volunteer army. "We need to enCSEA, which earlier backed
science. We must determine what courage enlistments. Privates and making "a plea to the very soul
we want to do and then do it," convicts are the only groups that and conscience of Americans. election demands with a pledge for
Cranston declared. "We must get haven’t received a pay raise in the Peace and justice can be achieved, strike support, agreed to terminout of Vietnam with conscience last few years," he said,
and working together I believe we ate immediately its present contract, originally set to expire June
and with honor." Although we
Calling for Lt. General Lewis B. can make it so."
30. Present wages and benefits
will remain in effect until a new
agreement is reached.
If either CSEA or USE wins a
majority it will be designated as
employee representative for bargaining purposes.
PEARCE DAVIES
The Spartan Shops board voted
. . . receives honors
to propose a change in the agreement, making the winner "majority representative" instead of
named top competing team na"exclusive representative" as the
tionally, with SJS second and
agreement originally states. This
,lOhio
ooh
cstsoplacing
h
University,
change would prevent a union from
third.
Pearce Davies, associate profesmaking membership a condition of
The events scratched due to rain
employment in t h e cafeteria, sor of journalism and advertising,
were power-on landings and the
which, according to Glen Guttorm- received the praise of both colbomb drop, which is done with
sen, SJS business manager, would leagues and students at a retirewater balloons.
ment banquet in his honor Thursbe illegal.
Visiting teams were guests of
The change would have to be day evening at Lou’s Village. Prof.
Ohio University. Poor weather
approved by both CSEA and USE Davies heads the public relations
throughout much of the mid -west
to become effective.
division of the Department of Jourprevented several of the 35 exThe agreement, signed by Wal- nalism and Advertising.
pected schools from attending the
Before an audience of 200 stuter W. Taylor, CSEA staff attormeet.
ney, and Rex Kennedy, director dents and colleagues, Prof. Davies
Next year’s meet is being
of USE Local 411, makes the re- received awards from the Public
planned for Parks College in St.
sults of the election binding for Relations Society of America, the
Louis. Advisor Shreve said the
one year. The losing union would Public Relations Round Table, and
club hopes to send a five-man
be bound not to interfere during from SJS’ Department of Journalteam.
ism and Advertising.
that time.
trip
was
raised
Money for the
The charter of the Alpha Chapan
Airlift
at
club
members
by
ter of the Public Relations Student
’Cybernation’
Reg
Flying
The
spring.
in
the
earlier
Society of America was presented
Pre-registration for Cybernation to Paul Cohune, president.
Twenty, Inc., own three planes
Benson
--Photo by Peoth
and Man, E100, will be this week.
which are kept at Reid Hillview
Upon his retirement at the end
Interested students should contact of this semester, Prof. Davies will
Airport in San Jose. Club memberGERALD SHREVE, Flying Twenty, Inc., advisor, congratulates
Prof. Edward Dionne in E143 or continue to be active in public reship is open to SJS students inpilot Harry Brandt who won third place in cross-country naviDr. Ralph Perlman in E215. lations, devoting full time to his
terested in flying and flight traingation and fifth in spot landings in national flight competition
Registration is limited to 50 Independent public relations
ing and is not limited to aerorecently. Dick Fairbanks (left) won fifth in navigation and George
students,
nautics majors,
Rouse completed the three -member team.
agency.

Blacks Challenge Whites
At Rally tor Malcolm X

Senatorial Aspirant Cranston Criticizes
Draft System, Vietnam Predicament

Flyers Win Five Awards
Even wet weather and unfamiliarity with a rented plane can’t
keep SJS’ Flying Twenty s
grounded. A three - man team
brought home a national second
place award and Best West Coast
Team Award, among others, from
the 20th Annual Intercollegiate
Air Meet in Athens, Ohio, May 9
through 11.
Rain forced cancellation of two
of the four events leaving only
cross - country navigation a n d
power-off precision landings for
competition.
In navigation, pilots must plan a
flight over a given route estimating as nearly as possible time and
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Students Honored
At Service Dinner
Students contributing outstanding services and talents to the college community were honored last
night at a recognition banquet
at 5:30 in Spartan Cafeteria.
Awards given were, Meritorious
Service Awards, La Torre Awards,
Departmental h.e..ognition, Who’s
Who Among American Colleges
and Universities, Chi Omega Social Science Award. Other honors
included Student Government
Merit Scholarships and Outstanding Senior Awards.
The Rev, J. Benton White, campus ombudsman gave the invocation. ASB President Vic Lee welcomed those In attendance and
Barbara Bair, Black Masque president, introduced guests.
Rodger Rodzen, College Union
director, announced the winners of
the Meritorious Service Awards
given for outstanding service to
the college during the current
academic year.
OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Students must have participated
in a variety of activities or conducted one major or outstanding
service in an unusually excellent
manner.
The winners are: Jose Alvarez,
Dan Anderson, Steve Bay, Charles
Brown, Ken Bryant, Brian Burgess, Alice Copple, Tony Coppolo,
Cynthia Coutts, Craig Donnelly,
Craig Evans, Susan Fine, Jim
Fritz, John Graham, Earl Hansen,
Richard Harder, Steve DeLucchi,
Bill Langan, Scott LeFaver, Sue
Leonard, Sherri Kehoe, Alan Koch,
Larry McCloud, Joan Maher, Gary
Moore, William Roth, Mike Rutz,
Lewis Solitske, Jerry Townsend,
Shel Tracy, Penny Weahunt.
Dr. William Dusel, executive
vice-president, announced winners
of the La Torre Awards, given to
students for superlative services to
the college during the school year
in a variety of activities, including
group leadership. This year’s recipients are, Ron Bats, Barbara
Barr, Nancy Bonanno, Maryanna
Clark, Wynn Cook, Valerie Dickerson, Martha Getsla, Bob Gottschalk, Nancy Jones, Larry Lundberg, Tina Newton, Richard Reeb,
Julie Stoddard, Chris Tanimoto
and George Watts.
DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Following this, Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, assistant academic vicepresident, announced the Departmental Recognition Awards which
were given to students for outstanding performance in department activities and for academic
excellence. Winners were announced in each of the five SJS
"schools."
Dr. Robert D. Clark, SJS college president, then announced

nominations for Who’s Who in
American Colleges and Universities. The nominees are: Barbara
Barr, Kenneth Becker, Ernest
Blake, Margaret Bonarmo, Edward
Burrows, James Caldwell, William
Clark, Kevin Curran, Melba Fersberg, Paul Geiser, Martha Getsla,
Hilary Goldwater, Robert Gottschalk, Steven Hoberg, Nancy
Jones, Stanley Klemetson, Jack
Lilcins, Gene Lokey, Jules L,oventhal, Kathleen McCarty, Susan
Mitchell, Christina Newton, Karen
Prouty, Sharon Spangler, Robert
Stahl and Robert Steward.
ASB INSTALLATION
Carol Palm then announced the
Chi Omega Social Science Award
winners, unavailable at press time.
Outgoing ASB President Vic
Lee participated in the installation
of new student government officials. Lee then announced the winners of the Student Government
Merit Scholarship Awards who
are: Susie Mitchell, Bob Gottschalk, Jose Alvarez, George Watts,
Chris Tanimoto and Jules Loventhal, honorable mention.
Dean of Students, Dr. Stanley
Benz announced outstanding Senior Awards which were meted to
Valerie Dickerson, Tina Newton,
and Bob Gottschalk.
The ceremonies closed with the
installation of new members of
Blue Key by Kevin Currlin. Barbara Barr swore in new members
of Black Masque.
Newly installed ASB President
Dick Miner gave closing remarks
to the Reception Banquet. The
evening’s activities were coordinated by Mrs. Phyllis Sutphen, adviser for the recognition committee.

Seminarians Tell
’Kerner’ Reactions
Two seminarians who helped
prepare the controversial "Little
Kerner" report on racial problems
in the Bay Area will speak on
Seventh Street Wednesday.
Their talk will begin at 11:30
a.m, and last for about an hour.
The Brothers are from St. Patrick’s Seminary in San Francisco.
The duo will tell about experiences
in preparing the report, reactions
to it, and what has been accomplished since its publication.
During the discussion, contributions will be collected for the
Minority Student Scholarship
Fund, sponsored by the ASB Student Minority Support Commission. The fund will help underprivileged minority group students
with their school and housing
expenses.

National Second Place

fuel consumption. Harry Brandt
took third place in this event and
Dick Fairbanks, team captain, won
fifth.
In precision spot landings pilots
must land the planes on a line
marked on the runway. Harry
Brandt took fifth in this event.
George Rouse was the third
member of the prize-winning team.
Time did not permit Shreve and
the team members to fly clubowned planes to the meet. Most of
the estimated 25 schools flew their
own planes. The Flying Twenty
members traveled to Ohio by commercial airline and rented a 1961
Cessna 150 for competition.
Ohio State University was

Hawaiian Theme Set for Co-Rec
"Make a Lei," will be the theme
for Co-Rec Wednesday when a
Hawaiian atmosphere will be the
order of the evening in the Women’s gym.
Appearing for the dancing pleasure of attending SJS students will

be the Guilded Cage combo.
In addition to dancing, at the
break, an exhibition of Hawaiian
dancing will be given.
Co-Rec also features swimming.
Volleyball, table tennis and various
special events.

Almost an ’Also Ran’

By RICK McQUISTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
an institution with all the potential to become a truly superior school --- is perilously cloNe to becoming a mediocre, ’also-ran’ college. And the tragesly is that it there is still faint
hope, the chances of recovery are dismal."
Saying this, Dr. Harold M. Hodges, chairman of the department of sociology and anthropolop, has resigned that position in disgust over a university system by which "we are slowly
being suffocated."
"I speak as an administrator
who is alarmed, disgusted, and
very, very worried about the fate
of San Jose State College, Dr.
Hodges said.
Dr. Hodges, who will author a
book on introductory sociology for
A small group of students there was "no oppression against Harper and Row next year, cited
a "complex of conditions which are
listened Friday, to speakers gath- the White minority."
C. K. Moreland, editor of the Son foremost among the many which
ered at a rally on Seventh Street
of Jabberwock, called for creation cripple our losing fight to recruit
in memory of Malcolm X. His of a Black cultural and social com- and retain outstanding faculty."
birthday was yesterday.
munity where all Blacks could
PAY NONCOMPETITIVE
Ken Knowles, a member of the participate regardless of whether
He listed a salary schedule
United Black Students for Action, they were in the movement or not. "which is so disgracefully low that
challenged the white community to He proposed a Black Student it is simply noncompetitive with
do something about the concentra- Union to be organized and financea institutions of equivalent quality"
tion camps erected by the govern- through the Experimental College. as a prime example of his frusment, that he said everybody
Moreland also said that he be- trations.
knows exist. He warned of an "in- lieved it possible for Blacks and
Dr. Hodges, who has been a decreasing militarism" in the United Whites to get -along but that there partment chairman for three years,
States.
should be a shift in the cultural also deplored the hiring and proRobert Stroughter, Black can- trends.
moting of faculty members accorddidate for supervisor in the Second
He said for over 400 years Black ing to a "60-40" ratio so that only
District, recalled the pilgrimage people have been emulating the a fixed percentage of the faculty
Malcolm X made to the holy city of White people. This should be re- may reach the level of associate
Ph.D., by Larry Jar, n
Mecca. He said Malcolm X found versed, Moreland asserted. He said or full professor.
Blacks, Whites, and Arabs, living it was "more realistic for White
MINI -SKIRTED Sparta Life girls will be roving the campus today,
This formula, he said, forces
there together in peace, but that people to try and act like niggers." promotion-deserving assistant proselling the summer issue of Sparta Life. From left are Julie McBlack
by
controlled
Moreland explained there would fessors "to wait one more year
the area was
Collum, senior art history major; Donna Silva, sophomore nursing
people. Stroughter emphasized that be nothing political in a Black often two or three more years
major, and Kristine Patterson, sophomore art major.
Student Union. He called for for that promotion which they
classes in Black history, Swahili, merit by official criteria."
and literature and drama workAlong with this, Dr. Hodges
shops as well as a theater group. said, is an ever-expanding teachMoreland said that by making the ing load which permits no contact
community social and cultural in- between teachers and students. "It
stead of political, it can be an en- severely blunts our staff’s effectirely Black organization, and the tiveness and their passion for
White community will not be able teaching and scholarship," he said.
to infiltrate it.
NO ENJOYMENT
should pull out of Vietnam, Crans- Hershey’s replacement, Cranston
By BILL HURSCHMANN
A 200-1 student-teacher ratio in
ton said we must do it responsibly; said, "I think he should be fired
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
his department ranks it as the
"Our government totally fails to we cannot leave "our friends and replaced by a younger man
largest department in that respect
closer to the younger generation."
respond to the needs of the Ameri- there."
In the college, he explained. "You
If elected, he said he would do
Cranston, sponsored by SJS
can people," Alan Cranston, United
can’t enjoy teaching and the stuabout
a
States Senatorial candidate, told Young Democrats, is seeking the all he could to bring
dents can’t enjoy it either."
a small crowd Friday in Morris Democratic nomination for Sena- change in the draft, "lock, stock
Dr. Roland Lee, chairman of the
and
barrel."
tor in the June 4 California PriDailey Auditorium.
English Department, agreed with
STREETS CRISIS
Dr. Hodges and called for a com"A responsive, courageous, cre- mary.
We are also "faced with a crisis
plete abandonment of the "60-40"
The 53-year-old former Controlative government" is needed to
formula.
solve the basic problems in ler, insisted on South Vietnam in the streets of our cities, with
"The pressure to retain the
America today," Cranston said.
assuming more responsibility. "I riots, civil uprisings and a rising
An employee election is set for
policy is corning from the DepartThe former California State Con- insist that the people and the gov- crime rate" occuring.
May 29 to resolve the long-con"The
real
solutions
to
violence
ment of Finance," he said.
troller said there are two issues ernment of South Vietnam start
tested issue of union representa"Next year we will have 30 aswhich are major problems in shouldering a share of the burden," lie in finding the root causes of tion for cafeteria workers.
that
violence,"
he
said,
Cranston
sistant professors and they will be
America today. "We face a crisis he said. "Peace will only come
Employees will have a choice of
called
for
such
programs
as
job
at
this level. It’s going to be an
in Vietnam and we face a crisis about if the people and the governrepresentation by either the Caliincreasingly aggravating situain the streets of our cities," Crans- ment of the South have the will training and equal opportunity fornia State Employees’
Associa- tion."
and commitment to govern and conditions for all Americans.
ton said.
"We have the capacity now to tion (CSEA) or the Union of State
"Signs have not been too hope- defend themselves."
Employees
Local
411
(USE),
or no
do things that man has never had
ful in Paris," Cranston said, in reSTUDENT DEFERRMENTS
the power to do before. We live in organized representation.
lotion to the Vietnam cirisis. He
The
board
of
directors
of
SparRelating another major concern, a new age, so new that the governsaid 562 Americans were killed last
tan Shops, Inc., operators of the
week in Vietnam. "We must face Cranston said, "I believe that we ment lags behind the people. The cafeteria,
voted Thursday to acthe brute and unpleasant fact that should defer all students from the day the atomic bomb was dropped cept an
election arrangement
negotiations may go on endlessly, draft, and also those working in on Hiroshima, August 6, 1945, the agreed
upon earlier by CSEA and
Vista and the Peace Corps," al- world changed forever. It was the
or they may fail entirely."
though he said deferments are un- end of one Christian world and USE.
The election was arranged by
OWN COURSE
just and undemocratic. He believes possibly the beginning of another,"
the California Conciliation Service
"We should determine our own the draft should be replaced with Cranston said.
course and act upon our own con- a volunteer army. "We need to enCranston concluded, saying he is at the request of Spartan Shops.
CSEA, which earlier backed
science. We must determine what courage enlistments. Privates and making "a plea to the very soul
we want to do and then do it," convicts are the only groups that and conscience of Americans. election demands with a pledge for
Cranston declared. "We must get haven’t received a pay raise in the Peace and justice can be achieved, strike support, agreed to terminand working together I believe we ate immediately its present conout of Vietnam with conscience last few years," he said.
tract, originally set to expire June
and with honor." Although we
Calling for Lt. General Lewis B. can make it so."
30. Present wages and benefits
will remain in effect until a new
agreement is reached.
If either CSEA or USE wins a
majority it will be designated as
employee representative for bargaining purposes.
PEARCE DAVIES
The Spartan Shops board voted
. . . receives honors
to propose a change in the agreement, making the winner "majority representative" instead of
named top competing team na"exclusive representative" as the
tionally, with SJS second and host
agreement originally states. This
school, Ohio University, placing
change would prevent a union from
third.
Pearce Davies, asFoclate profesmaking membership a condition of
The events scratched due to rain
employment in t he cafeteria, sor of journalism and advertising,
were power-on landings and the
which, according to Glen Guttorm- received the praise of both colbomb drop, which is done with
sen, SJS business manager, would leaguaL and students at a retirewater balloons.
ment Tinquet in his honor Thursbe illegal.
Visiting teams were guests of
The change would have to be day evening at Lou’s Village. Prof.
Ohio University. Poor weather
approved by both CSEA and USE Davies heads the public relations
throughout much of the mid -west
to become effective.
division of the Department of Jourprevented several of the 35 exThe agreement, signed by Wal- nalism and Advertising.
pected schools from attending the
Before an audience of 200 stuter W. Taylor, CSEA staff attormeet.
ney, and Rex Kennedy, director dents and colleagues, Prof. Davies
Next year’s meet is being
of USE Local 411, makes the re- received awards from the Public
planned for Parks College in St.
sults of the election binding for Relations Society of America, the
Louis. Advisor Shreve said the
one year. The losing union would Public Relations Round Table, and
club hopes to send a five-man
be bound not to interfere during from SJS’ Department of Journalteam.
that time.
ism and Advertising.
Money for the trip was raised
The charter of the Alpha Chapby club members at an Airlift
ter of the Public Relations Student
’Cybernation’
Reg
earlier in the spring. The Flying
Society of America was presented
Pre-registration for Cybernation to Paul Cohune, president.
Twenty, Inc., own three planes
Plot-,
by
Pnc-1.1
and Man, E100, will be this week.
which are kept at Reid Hillview
Upon his retirement at the end
Interested students should contact of this semester. Prof. Davies will
GERALD SHREVE, Flying Twenty, Inc., advisor, congratulates
Airport in San Jose. Club memberProf. Edward Dionne in E143 or continue to be active in public repilot Harry Brandt who won third place in cross-country naviship is open to SJS students inDr. Ralph Perlman in E215. lations, devoting full time to his
terested in flying and flight traingation and fifth in spot landings in national flight competition
Registration is limited to 50 Independent public relations
ing and is not limited to aerorecently. Dick Fairbanks (left) won fifth in navigation and George
students,
nautics majors.
agency.
Rouse completed the three-member team.

Blacks Challenge Whites
At Rally for Malcolm X

Senatorial Aspirant Cranston Criticizes
Draft System, Vietnam Predicament

Flyers Win Five Awards
Even wet weather and unfamiliarity with a rented plane can’t
keep SJS’ Flying Twen tys
grounded. A three - man team
brought borne a national second
place award and Best West Coast
Team Award, among others, from
the 20th Annual Intercollegiate
Air Meet in Athens, Ohio, May 9
through 11.
Rain forced cancellation of two
of the four events leaving only
cross - country navigation a n d
power-off precision landings for
competition.
In navigation, pilots must plan a
flight over a given route estimating as nearly as possible time and
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Editor’s Notes

In Defense of Police
Au 7,1 s student was arrested by a
Menlo Park policeman on campus last
week and formally- charged with using
obscene language. This one incident
has inspired numerous negative comments about the police. To be sure.
America’s law enfitrcement agencies
hat e made Minn. terrible blunders ...
but who hasn’t?
l’ dire intervention in last November’s Dow demonstration was ill -tinted.
By attempting to clear Seventh Street.
i%hich was occupied mainly by curious
hy.standers. an uncontrolled mob of
frightened people pan iced, and some
hurt. Score One against the police.
Thum have been many isolated
iiwidents of unnecessary police brutality. knother one against the police.
I Inc could go on and on listing had
eperienees involving police. It’s easy.
But what about all the isolated incident:, int olving the GOOD things police have done. One could go on and on
ii-! c;: these as well. The unfortunate
trend tow a rd stereotyping people in
PIrrira V4’u11!. tfl have rendered us incapaldc of saying anything good about
any persiiii or institution.
This country grows more violent
each
!I crimes. including sexual

assaults are on the increase. Many SJS
coeds have been in the Spartan Daily
office expressing their fears of simply
walking home from a night class.
Derogatory remarks about the police
directly affect these people. too, as the
personnel shortage in law enforcement
continues to be a problem.
There was little mention of the tremendous job the San Jose Police did
while handling the boistrous 10,000
who strained to see, hear and touch
Senator Robert F. Kennedy during his
recent visit to the area.
You never hear about police taking
seriously ill or injured people to hospitals when an ambulance can’t be
found. Policemen still rescue youngster’s pets from dangerous situations
and deliver them back to grateful
arms. Police save lives every day because of their first aid knowledge. You
never hear about these things, because
to report them all would fill up a daily
tcwspaper.
The press is partially to blame.
Perltaps each year, every newspaper in
America should fill their whole editions with all the good things local
police do in one day. It would be easy
to find enough stories.
W. C.

Campus Closeups
By GARY BECKER
Brian Patrick McGuire. a 21 -year-old
Lni’tersit of California senior. has called
for the abolition of the traditional s)stent
of grading.
\ ow thi statement wouldn’t he rollsithred lieu, if it inert. uttered hy just
any college student. McGuire’s credentials
indicate that he is far f
being just
any student. In addition to being a member of the intellectually elite Phi Beta
Kappa. he has attained the highest grade
merage of any graduating senior in the
I:ollege of Letters and Science.
McGuire, ’.s ho entered the Berkeley institution in 1964, said that his constant
striving for grades prevented him front
participating in meaningful human relationships. McGuire feels that his constant

obsession for grades forced him to withdraw within himself. This withdrawal
created his own stringent value system
which he felt he must adhere to or otherwise be considered a failure.
He believes that the entire University
of California should follow the paer-fail
example of the U.C. Santa Cruz blanch.
He contends that outside of a student’s
major field, all courses taken should be
on a pass-fail basis.
If this view is held by someone who is
gifted v% ith intellect, how must those many
students who are constantly on the brink
of academic difficulty feel?
McGuire has injected some sane rational
thought into an academic world that has
a mania about grades.

The Iconoclast
By DAVE WILLIAMS
Anil now NIaee. deodorant of he-men,
hrings you another thrilling chapter in
the life of Sergeant Stanislaus orczech,
Super Vet!
As our story opens today, we find the
Sergeant enjov Mg a friendly beer with
the Catholic
Father Shinanigan.
I
:;
r,lrattl.
if I Ibis o to put
in another 41,17. 11 -it ning to those crbabies
front the First Nle.is.kit Repair Battalion,
Spoon Platoon. I’ll put in for another tour
in "Vain." said the Chaplain.
"Here. Father, have another brew and
Tell It Like It Is," said Stan.
"Ifs those guys with the ’I didn’t ask
to he born’ syndrome," said the Father.
"The keep making snide remarks about
our getterat
and their heritage."
-CHI, you mean those who look only on
the bad side of life and blame everyone
cbe for their troubles."
tilt, those are the ones.
think
the world owes them everything. You
shmild bear ’cm!the Father.
dotiL hate lu
I tee their T.S. Chits
retrie,ting perini--;.m to visit your
off icc.’

Thi.

"T.S. Chits?"
"Yeah, it means Tough Situation, or
something like that. It’s a bitch sheet,"
explained the Sergeant.
"Oh. Anyway, they make these stupid
statements that say we’re responsible for
racism. wars, and even something like the
military -industrial complex, whatever that
is."
"1 eah, I’ve heard them before too.
Father. They fail to realize that this coml.
try has also done a hell of a lot of good
things which far outweigh the T.S."
"Well, Sergeant, I gum the only thing
we can do is hope that we can develop
a way to treat their warped attitude and
restore good mental health. God knows
that we still have a lot of characteristics
of lower animals. but at least we try."
"Either that or perform a frontal
lobotomy on everyone ’cause that’s the
make
only way there will be peace
everyone a segetable."
"Except that then we’ll have lost our
spirit, Sergeant."
"Yeah, Father, but theze nay sayers already have. Like they say, "’Those sh
those who cannot, criticize’.
can, do

In Cold Blood

Thrust and Parry

Police, Daily Criticized
’Tenets of a Free Press
Upheld Thank You’

A Co-educational Campus
Needs A Similar Paper

Editor:

Editor:
First, you lumped the Women’s Week Carnival with the International Strike; then, you
kept the Women’s Week Button winner information a secret for so long; now you
avoided the AWS elections entirely.
That the editors hope to serve the campus
fully while avoiding to cover events of concern
to not less than half the student body is ridiculous. The editors would do well to recall that
SJS is a co-educational campus, and therefore
deserves a similar newspaper.
F. I... WONG, A7109
EDITOR’S NOTE: A picture of the AWS Week
Carnival appeared on a photo page concerning
the International Strike to present the contrasting
events which occured on this campus during that
week. The AWS button drive is a lottery and,
while the Daily has nothing against them, current
laws prohibit newspapers from publicizing such
events. Spartan Daily’s Fine Arts and Campus Life
sections often feature fashion news and other
items of particular interest to all SJS coeds.

You were the only person on this campus
interested in both sides of the incident.
No member of the Administration thought
of contacting me until four days after the
event.
You are to be congratulated for upholding
the tenets of a free press.
Thank you.
Melvin H. Miller
Law Enforcement Administration Chairman

Presentation By Police
’Nothing to be Proud of’
Editor:
After viewing SJS police students’ smiling
presentation of the efficacy of gas masks, the

latest in gun-equipped cars, and clubs, I refer to the timely words of Friedrich Nietzsche:
Whoever fights monsters should see
that in the process he does not become a
monster.
At best, weapons can be only evil necessities.
But last week SJS students certainly were
proud of them. Hitler taught pride in weapons.
"It is one of the math tasks of a real leader
to mask the grim reality of dying and killing
by evoking in his followers the Illusion that
they are participants in a grandiose spectacle,
a solemn or light-hearted performance," according to Eric Hoffer.
Last week’s light-hearted spectacle was not
something that SJS can be proud of.
Susan Gale, A2271

Staff Comment

I’ll Tell You
No Lies
By SUSY LYDLE
"Give me a pack of Acapulco Gold."
"May I see your I.D., please?"
Looking into the future, five or 10
years from now, this may not be such an
unlikely occurrence.
With the possibility of legalized man.
juana, one tobacco company has considered patenting the popular names for sale
of the weed.
If and when pot is legalized in this
country, it may change the social habits
of our society, and it may create new and
complex problems.
"You mean you really might have to
drop out of school?"
"Yeah, well ya just can’t earn an easy
buck anymore. I remember my freshman
year I put Myself through school, going
down to Mexico, getting some grass, and
selling it on camPus. Now that they’ve
legalized the stuff, I can’t sell it anymore."
"Tough break."
But then, there’s always a brighter side
to legalizing the high.
"Hey, Mac, the Giants and Dodgers are
playing a doubleheader tonight. Why don’t
yr stop by the drugstore and pick up a
covke packs of pot ind well groove on
the action,"

Friday before last I was wandering
around the food bazaar on Seventh Street
sampling some of the foods and looking
at the native costumes.
I came to one booth for the American
Indian. There were a few braves and
squaws in
around inside, around an
innocent looking student who was tied to
a post.
I ignored the student and looked at the
display set up on the counter. There were
arrowheads and flints, and bows and
arrows, and buffalo hides. and Indian
corn, and one peace pipe with a small
leather pouch of tobacco.
"What kin(’ of tobacco is in that
pouch?" I asked, raising my right hand
in a gesture of friendship.
"Hnimm," the brave replied, "that special tobacco. That make Indian brave fly
like wind, jump like grasshopper. That
make chief forget problem, forget he got
no reservation. Hmmm, that heap good
stuff."
"That’s very interesting. What would
you do if sotneone were to grab that and
run with it?"
"That mean war! I would shoot with
arrow . . . stretch out with wet rawhide.
under hot sun on ant hill . . . would get
scalp of White man who take tobacco."
"Good grief, man," I replied, not believing the severity of his words, "you
must be joking."
"Running Happy, no joke," he said, indicating his name. "White man speak
through false teeth. Long kniVes some ...
kill many buffalo.
"You mean just for taking that rotten
little pouch of stale tobacco you’d try to
kill me?"
"Us Indians very touchy about what we
smoke. We always rather fight. You want
to Indian wrestle, buddy?"
I mentioned to him at that point that
In- was a filthy savage, and said something
about the only good injun is a . . . "
I was getting a little nervous right then.
He had taken a tomahawk from his beaded
belt and was waving it in the air and
jumping up and down, in some sort of
primitive dance. He settled down for a
moment just as I started to leave. In a
surge of bravery I leaned over the counter
and k iced his head-dress off.
ou’re a very impertinent young man,"
I said. and walked away.

1.1111111,

Telling It Like It Is
By DAN EHRLICH
It’s hot outside, but compared to that
last exam, the noon air is heaven. You
still have the need to head for some cool
and refreshing place, however, and know
just the spot.
Upon opening the lavishly decorated
glass doors, plastered with assorted public
announcements, you, along with a mass of
humanity, enter a temporary Valhalla
from the everyday cares of academia. Or
do you?
Students, students and more students,
everywhere students in fantastic numbers.
Students talking, smoking, joking and even
this our very own
eating gulp! Yes
535 cafeteria.
You quickly find out that the noon
crowd is too great, all the seats are taken
and you just can’t see trying to relax
standing up. And since you can’t afford
a trip to India to learn this trick, another
place is sought out to just sit and sit.
There they are, empty mats: just a
second more and relief.
"Hold it, son," a distant voice says.
"This place is saved:, say are you a faculty
member?" Obviously fearing the wrath of
the administration for trying to lie your
way out of it, you say simply, "no."
"Move on, son," says the voice, "this
the Fair and Square Faculty. We Are All
for the Students and Academic Freedom
Dining Hall."
Since you’re not a student activist,
dangerous radical, or even a taxpayer, you
quietly depart to the main non-segregated
section of the building.
Finally you find a place. crowded in
between piles of books, trash and other
reminders of students who were there
prior to you.
What’s good to eat? You think to your.
self, and then you see what’s good. Outside
of one or two so-called entries, like a
silly ’spoonful of heefamni, there is the
usual array of assorted dry, throat parch-

ing sandwiches, salads and semi-cold
drinks. After trying to make up your mind
which goodie to try first, you feel like
chucking the whole bit and re-enlisting in
the Army. "Even K rations can beat this."
Not to appear too obvious as being a
person frustrated by a chow line, you pick
op a peach, pay your dime and make it
hack to your seat.
Unfortunately, the sweet girl who was
saving your seat has left and both places
are now occupied by others.
Holding back the tears and hate i
your super-liberal eyes, you storm out
the cool, clean, well kept Students’ Fre
Cafeteria. a trail of peach juice followin
behind. You’re just another man forgettin
his cares at SM.
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liedazzleci’ Puzzles
American Audiences
By CAROLINE 11 ILEIRECHT
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Campus Lire Writer
The British sense of humor
has frequently been a puzzlement for Am7ricane.
A sense of humot Ic relati.e
to the culture and the British
variety is more sophisticated
than the American tastes. The
British have been pointing up
the absurdities of society long
before America heard of the
Smothers family or Mort Sahl.
The recent rash of movies to
Issue from the Isles present
some of the best and most biting
satire. Stanley Donen’s "Bedazzled," the latest contribution
from the Mother Country, currently showing at Cinema Burbank, is "a puzzlement."
Some parts of the film are
extremely funny. The archaic
Devil and Daniel Webster theme
serves as a workable plot for
the ensuing absurdity.
Dudley Moore and Peter Cook
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Day & Night
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Attention archeology buffs and
mummy-lovers.
The Rosicrucian Order own
and operate the Egyptian Museam, 1324 Naglee in San Jose,
an intriguing assortment of
Egyptian, Sumerian, Babylonian,
Eastern and Middle Eastern at-ti facts and finds. Numerous mummica and preserved animals, as
well as a replica of a tomb recreate ancient Egypt in the heart
of San Jose.
The museum is open free to
the public from 12 noon to 5
p.m. Saturday, Sanitary and Monday and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
the remainder of the week.
The exterior of the building
resembles an Egyptian temple.
Boris Karloff trailing his mottled
mummy wrappings would not be
out of place.
The collection inside the anusual building includes a well
displayed selection of jewelry,
sculpture
mummies,
utensils,
and writings unearthed from archeologival sites.

Our Specialty

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c

The SJS symphonic band will
perform two concerts tomori ow
and Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert flail.
The concerts, sponsored by the
ASH, will be open to the public
with no admission charge.
Dr Vernon Read, associate
professor of music, will conduct
the band in "Canzona" by Peter
Mennin, "Siegfried’s Rhine. Journey" from "Gotterdammerung"
by Richard Wagner, and "Concerto for Piano and Wind Instruments" by Igor Stravinsky.
"Pictures at an Exhibition" by
Modest Moussorgsky will complete the programs.
Pamela Pyle, freshman music
major from San Jose. will be
piano soloist for the. Stravinsky
concerto.
"Pictures at an Exhibition"
was based on an exhibition of

Visit Ancient Egypt
While in San Jose

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats

5c

SJS Symphonic Band
To Give Two Concerts

A diversion from the historic
is the Rosicrucian Planetarium
anti Science Museum next door
to the Egyptian section.
The current program at the
planetarium features the spring
skies and an astronomical explanation of Stonehenge in England.
The recent release of an eastern scientist’s computations on
the pre-historic structure reveal
it to be a highly sophisticated
observatory.
The Planetarium is open Saturdays and Sundays only with
presentations at 2 and 3:30 p.m.
There is a charge of 50 cents
per person.
Returning to the Egyptian
Museum after viewing the heavens one can descend hourly into
the depths of a tomb to see the
remains of the hieroglyphics and
the sarcophagus which once
housed an expired king or prince.
If one of those inevitable dull
weekends come along, spend an
hour or two at the Egyptian Museum. You won’t be wasting your
time.

BEAU TIES
Campus Life Editor’s Note:
Pinning, engagement, or marriage announcements can be
turned into the Spartan Daily
office (JC208) any time.

293.4900
PINNED

..e...0Ce../30:4030000000CT

Sandy Livingston, senior interior design major, and member
of Alpha Chi Omega, from Atherton to Bill Brady, senior business management major and
member of Delta Sigma Phi,
from San Mateo,

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

ENGAGED

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Laurie Clark, junior music major and member of Alpha Chi
Omega, from San Jose to (Tory
(Tuttornuten, junior industrial
arts major, from San Jose. A
June, 1969 wedding is planned.
Mary Coleman, junior social
science major, from Long Beach
to Craig Cantor, junior social
science major at Cal State Long
Beach. An August wedding is

UNISPHERE"
Is The Official Microphone
Of The Association On Tour

Puritan Oil Co.
4th &
’

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Jonah

art works by Moussorgsky’s good
friend Victor Alexandrovich
Hartmann.
Mennin’s "Canzona," a short
brisk work, is a reflection of the
early 17th century instrumennel
form, Dr. Read said in the pr.gram notes.
The Wagner piece expresses
the towering emotion at Siegried’s departure for his Rhine
journey. Stravinsky’s concerto
is the highlight of the "neerbaroque" period, Dr. Read
stated.

L.

They know their microphones are their link with their audience.
They want you to hear their voices and the lyrics, naturally.
without howling feedback. without annoying close-up breath
"pop", without audience sounds. Pretty tough test for a microphone . . routine for the Incomparable Shure Unisphere. Just
ask the better groups.
Shore Brothers, Inc, 222 Harney Ave.. Evanston. III. 60204

planned.
Mary Lou Davis, junior speech
correction major and member of
Alpha Chi Omega, from Stockton to Gary Barnes, a January,
1968 SJS graduate now employed
at General Motors in Fremont,
from Rialto. No wedding date
has been set.

r
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Student Pianist
To Give Recital

Kangaroo
Court?

Student pianist John Mayhew
will present a Chopin recital at
8:15 p.m. Friday at the Women’,
Club of San Jose, 75 S. 11th St.
Tickets may be purchase’d at
the door for 50 cents, $1.25
and $2.
Mayhew, a concert pianist, is
ti freshman music major at SJS.

BOOK SALE!
20.000 New Books
Our Warehouse

I’rc

50% To 90/e Off!
More 1/tit Ecry Day

Add beauty to your
shoes. Take them to

rBooks Inc.

ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR

TOWN 8 COUNTRY VILLAGII
Steseas Creel, & Winchester
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

294-9929

43 E. Santa Clara

1941

DEThird and
Santa Clara
St

OPEN 1016116105 TO 110
SAT. TO 6

discount records Hica,

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

Sit A
1DuiJE
Soup or Salad Baked
Potato

One Day Service

10c

Kleenex

June 1 is Me deadline for applications for the 1968 Young
Musicians Foundation national
competition, which will begin
June 15 at the University of
California at Los Angeles.
Singers,
pianists,
violinists
(violists), cellists and composers
under the age of 25 will compete
for $5,000 in prizes.
Applications nuty be obtained
from the Young Musicians Foundation, 490 S. San Vicente
Boulevard, Suite 6, Los Angeles,
Calif., 90048.
Finals will be at 1:30 Sunday
afternoon, June 23.
Judges for the competition
will include Elmer Bernstein,
David Frisina and Bronislaw
’caper. Host will be Gregor
Piatigorsky, honorary president
of YMF.

"r- $4101:07.0-.0-..0- ..eseer.,:drorereror."-

3 Hershey Bars

g man,"

fairy the parts of the Devil and
his dull-witted victim. In "teal
life" the two comprise a television duo in the same vein as
Batman and Robin, or Art Carney and Jackie Gleeson (without
the grosser overtones).
Moore’s rendition of an updated Lucifer is played with
finesse. His opening scenes Portray the works of the Devil as
the trivialities that make life
irritating.
He is busy cutting off collar
buttons, scratching new phonograph records and removing the
climactic pages from Agatha
Christie mysteries.
The victim, Peter Cook, plays
a short order chef for the infamous Wimpy Burger company,
not unlike our 15 cent botulism
burgers.
Cook is in love with Margaret
Spenser played by the young
actress Eleanor Born. Six of the
seven wishes granted by Lucifer
to Cook involve Margaret in
some way. Each wish is somehow thwarted,
The Deadly Sins, Lucifer’s cohorts, are personified by a mixed
bunch of characters. Anger
wears an undershirt with "make
war not love stenciled over a
mushroom cloud and promptly
beats Cook to the floor before
Moore can stop him. Sloth is
played to perfection by a hairy,
Mr. Hyde type, Gluttony and
Avarice are what one would expect, and Envy is superb in
green satin. Raquel Welch plays
Lillian Lust; need I say more,
The highpoint of the movie is
the fulfillment of the final wish
which lands Cook in the convent
of the Leaping Order of St.
Beryl. Cook had wished for
solitude and affection - i.e., the
idyllic life with Margaret. He is
a novitiate; his lady-love a nun,
The. scenes that follow are
hilarious. Moore shows up as the
Mother Superior, whose picture
hangs in the separate cloisters
with the words "Big. Sister is
Watching You," printed in
Gothic script,
If the success of the movie
is judged by the absurdity of the
scenes and situations, the movie
is a Monument hi comedy.

Deadline Set
For Music
Competition

Garlic Bread

ONE WEEK
ONLY

COMPLETE
CATALOG
Ad’Ln=

3 69

INCLUDING:
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RED SEAL CLASSICS
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OUR COMPLETE
STOCK OF CLASSICS
INCLUDING:

LIVE LIFE UP TO
THE HILT WITH
A CHRONO!

JULIAN BREAM
LEONTYNE PRICE
RUBINSTEIN
MARIAN ANDERSON
ARTHUR FIEDLER
SEW OZAWA

2 99 -3 69
ea

CO PPM
411

POPS

mu
S

ALL JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

2.,,Ahng

ED AMES
JOHN GARY
HENRY MANCINI
FEATURING: Loading Zona

Cal PRICE
4/1
299

RCA VINTAGE SERIES
SEt ECTED REISSUED PERFORMANCES unoroiloble for some
years, by great personalities of
the popolor, jazz and folk music
world 3.

TopTime ... because it splits life’s
every precious second into fifths!
This chronograph, one of a new
series by BREITLING, supersedes
the traditional watch. It is destined
for young men interested in sports
or technical matters, for those engaged in the new professions or
working in one of the developing
countries.
The Breitling TopTime is more
than simply a watch, it is a superb
,,chrono with remarkably elegant
lines and quite exceptional precision. As for the waterproof TopTime models, they are endowed
with an entirely new watch case:
the amazing Breitling monocoque
line.
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VICTROLA
MANY GREAT TOSCANINI
PERrORMANCES AT BUDGET PRICES

999

POP SPECIALS

ONLY

NEW MAMAS & PAPAS
STEVE MILLER BAND

For my Information, please send me,free:
0 the catalogue of new Rrellting models
EL the addrevs of Breltling dealers
nearest me.
Name
Address
city
state

,
killeS
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GREAT SOCIETY
ALL YOUNG BLOODS

NEW MANFRED MANN

ALL ANIMALS

CREAM. . . TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE
,;wr.%I Scir, hew

Lotreq Prat-Ps

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

et.iscount records

Zip

Sf. ),ir BritikArrirricard
PI. I National
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BREITLING
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SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474

Brelffing-Wakmann
15 West 47th street, New York 36 N.Y.

SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

’ST

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

California
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UNITED AIR LINES
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1:8000.000 61:

CHEQIIES
TRAVELERSEVER
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per S100
charge -754 travel organization.
issuance
largest
oil
Lowest
world’s
agencies and
Backed by the banks, travel
& SON
At authorized THOS. C OOK
Cook’s offices.

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable exporience and Sandy would be
delighted to fell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .
MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL
AN

MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF
beat
4:30 P.M.
YOU TOO

EQUAL OPPC-ZTUNITY EMPLOYER

UNITED

imp

111111111
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Guys and Dolls Preview Showing Tonight, Tomorrow in Studio Theater
Before Troupe Departs for USO Tour of the Pacific Islands, June 1
It, I it".
5E1,
riae %rt. 55 rit, r
With only two weeks of rehearsal time left before the June
1 embarkation date of "Guys
and Dolis’’ for Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, Okinawa and the Philippines, Director Hal Todd, drama
department chairman, and the
show’s 15-member east are busier than ever polishing the show
for the tour.

night in the Studio
1710IT,AV
Theater. "We hope to run the
play again at SJS when we return in August," says Todd.
So far the most important task
Todd has faced is bringing all
elements of the show together.
"We have had some problems in
gettimi it all integrated," he

admitted. "but vs iii each new
performance, we learn what is
lacking and what improvements
the play needs."
When Todd’s group was first
chosen by the American Educetional Theater Association lust
spring to perform the USO tour
,retat, they were informed by

USO that the entire physical
mask of the play, ereated by the
students themselves, could not
exceed 500 pounds, all of which
could not be cut or folded larger
than footlocker size for convenient traveling purposes
As another part of the package deal to keep within the 15-

member traveling tloupe limitation set by USO for the show,
the students must also act as
their own stage hands and makeup artists in addition to their
roles as construction men.
As for leaving school two
weeks before finals are over, the
15-member troupe is not getting

0/1111111.’0 On the
tin,ss if the play
progre,.
is an optimistic on’, "1 feel happiest about the enthusiasm of
the actors I leel there is an
if musical
amazing amount
talent that exists in the group
and this will make our tour is

the easy ,say out.
"Leaving school on June 1 may
sound like the start of an early
vacation," says Todd, "but it will
only mean that we are taking
the learning situation out of the
classroom and putting it into
practical application. We will all
still be going to school."

succesS...

446114\

"Guys and Dolls" experienee.I
a preliminary run of the shim
yesterd.0 at Fort Ord, when th.
gake two lierformancefor the serviecinen. The (alb
ther U.S. app.-al:tams the prosltetion %%ill make before leaving
for the two-month tour of Pan lie
ttel: will he tonight and in.
Emoss,

eatinao
FLOWER SHOP

’44 ..‘
*
;41 0.046444.6
ille411(
41141k. 7
410 I t
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"It" With Flower
But
Say "It" With Ours

Say

THE COLLEGE FLORIST
SINCE 1945
292-0462 or 292-0463
10th & SANTA CLARA ST

USO CAST The members of the "Guys and
Dolls" troupe have only two weeks of rehearsal
time left before embarking for Japan on June I.
*
*
*

Here, left to right, Pam Simmons, Julie Anderson, Karen Black, Cynthia Reid, and Bonita
Brazier pose for the ’Hot Box Girls" number.
Gentlemen cast members, left to right, top,

SPARTAN

Dennis Johnson, Randy Chicoine, Ross Graham,
.Don Balestrerio, Chuck Spoeri; left to right,
bottom, Kevin Cotter, Wes Finlay. and John
Schmedes prepare for the "Luck Be a Lady

BETWEEN 9th & 10th
ON SANTA CLARA

Have you really looked
at yourself recently?
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL

sTom
IGS &
&

1)11,:ci.:s

295-9686

JACK

BOB MANN’S

On the beach, at the pool,
or in the sun.
You sow yourself and
so did others.
If you were even a little
disappointed come and
sce

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

us.

We are only one block
from campus for your
easy convenience.
We will create a program
for you to make that
"little disappointment"
disappear.

= 1,000 WORDS

INDIVIDUAL
PROGRAMS
WEIGHT
REDUCTION
OR GAIN
r
Marie
295-4321

WILSON CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS BALLS
3 for $1.98
(GOOD WHILE ITEMS LAST)

10th ST. PHARMACY
10th &

SANTA CLARA

294-9131

A SWEATER BAG!
Wear a sweater
With short back,
Baggy waist and baggy sleeves
To a love-in or a riot
To be shunned is automatic

I CARD + I FLOWER

RoJe
5lower.3
9th & SANTA CLARA

4 oz. Bottle 890

15 TRANSISTOR RADIO
90 Day Unconditional Guarantee $4.44

IGLETS

LICURSI’S BARBER & STYLING
421 E. SANTA CLARA

NYLON HOSIERY
100% sheer knit
100% first quality
290 PAIR
6 PAIR FOR $1.00

SEA & SKI SUNTAN LOTION

ITII THE 111. -TIME itEsT

1{.1ZOliC1 TS

SHOPS
GOLF BALLS SPALDING PACE SETTER
List Price $12.00 Box of 12$5.88
3 for $1.50

HAIR STRAIGHTENED & SHAMPOO
REGULARLY $8.50
NOW $5.00
BY APPOINTMENT AND WITH ASB CARD

1.0\ f;
1111W:1’1’S

Tonight" number. The group was chosen by the
American Educational Theater Association last
spring to perform on time USO tour circuit.
*
*
*

413 E. SANTA CLARA

SAUNA
NOMINAL
CHARGE
NO CONTRACTS
CENTRAL
LOCATION

295-9910

So take said sweater
And have it fitted
By Golda, her specialty
Indubidably, you’ll look much better

In your new, re-fit sweater.
ANONYMOUS
MEN & WOMEN

STUDENT DISCOUNT

410 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Shockley TD
Is Difference

SP ’MT ’CV DATT.1?$

Mono-Tay. May 20, 19fIR

Ashe, Graebner Clash
In Davis Cup Tune-Up

GET TAN ALL OVER (almost)
Imported French Bikinis and
Bikinis by Jantzen

considered one of the finest playseveral seasons.
All Sizes and Colors
Also slated to see action tonight
are Cup stars Charlie Pasarell,
Halfback Walt Shockley ramStan Smith and Bob Lutz.
bled 65 yards for a TD with two
Smith and Lutz, two USC perFREENI 1V, -,1)1)1{ I I1XITIt
minutes left in Saturday’s footformers, are counted on to proSan Jose 244-7300
(T&C)
Winchester
840
ball intrasquad game, enabling the
vide strength in doubles compeoffense to come from behind and
tition.
edge the defense 53-48.
The exhibition is a tune-up for
Trailing by three points, 48-45,
Davis Cup matches at Berkeley on
Shockley took the pitchout from
May 24-26 against the winner of
quarterback Bob Cushman on his .311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.: the Canada-Mexico match.
own 35 yard line and out -raced
Student tickets are $1 at the
two defenders along the right field
Student Affairs Business Office.
sideline for the score.
The game allowed the defense
The pest - Seati011 independent
ANGELO’S
to score points for particular plays.
Interceptions by Tony Jackson and baseball tourney gets underway
STEAK
HOUSE
Clancy Kelley gave the defenders today with eight games slated. In
15 points in the first half as it fastpitch play Me and Them faces
SPAGHETTI
looked as if the defense might Grass Menagerie anti Hoop Club
SPECIAL
takes on Blue Spartks in 3:45
make a walkaway of the game.
All you can eat
However, touchdown passes to games.
for only
In slowpitch games Me and
Ken Plake and Glen Massengale
from Mark Woods helped the of- Them battles Alpha Tau Omega
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
$11
fense to command a 30-24 halftime No. 3 and Kairos meet ATO No.
SAT. MAY 25th 8:00 P.M.
Monday through Thursday
TICKETS $3.00
$4.00
$5.00
2 in 6:15 games.
lead.
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE 246-1160
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
72 E. Santa Clara
Independent champions will be
(Open Mon. -Set. 10-5-30, Set. ti 8 p.m )
Woods finished the game, com.03.-ncescomesotteoceseeser.
pleting seven of 15 for 124 yards, derided in Wednesday games with ***P******************************* ********* ****************
while senior Russ Munson con- the winners meeting the f mernity
nected for 11 of 15 times for 161 champs next Monday.
In Grid Game

play
I hap in of
is an
usieal
group
our a

The finest amateur tennis stars
in the nation collide in Spartan
gym tonight as the U.S. Davis
Cup team stages a special exhibition at 7:30.
The match will be highlighted
by a confrontation between Arthur
Ashe and Clark Graebner, the two
top players in the country.
Ashe, currently serving an Army
duty tour at West Point. has been

$12-$25

CREAM

1 Intramurals

LOOKING FOR A FURNISHED APARTMENT?

yards.

Soccermen Roll
By Stanford, 7-0
Spartan booters closed out the
spring soccer season at Stanford
Saturday by drubbing the Indians
7-0 in their annual May dash.
Left wing Mani Hernandez anti
center forward Ed Storch got two
goals apiece while inside left Fred
Nourzad, right wing Bob Boogaard
and inside right Henry Crunacho
scored one each for the Spartans.

Spartan pole vaulter Bob Slover is in the midst
BEST SEASON
of his best season ever. He has cleared 16-6 three times so far
to better his lifetime mark by three inches. He is now a consistent 16-0 jumper.

Hillman ’Only’ Goes
6-10 in Track Finale
y the
last

1

Sizzling frosh high jumper Darnell Hillman had to go all the way
to the seven -foot mark before incurring a miss and Kirk Clayton
upset Billy Gaines in the 100 meters Saturday to highlight SJS’
final home track meet of the
season.
Hillman, who soared to 6-11%
two weeks ago, missed all three
attempts at 7-0 but edged Santa
Clara’s Gene Zubrinsky and Gene
Johnson of Athens (who both
cleared 6-10) by virtue of his flawless performance up to that point.
WIND A FACTOR
A gust of wind came up during
the 100 to nullify fine performances by Clayton, Gaines, and Ronnie Ray Smith, who finished in
that order. The photo finish found
Clayton and Gaines with 10.2 and
Smith with 10.3.
Bud Winter’s hopes of qualifying
his 440 relay team for the NCAA
were dashed, in this meet at least.
when the team of Sam Davis,
Frank Slayton, freshman Byron
Wilson and Lee Evans ran a lazy
41.3. If regular Bob Griffin recovers from his injury, Winter
feels the team will qualify in the
next few meets.
Martin MeGrady of the Youth
Village, making his debut in the
440 intermediate hurdles, set an
unorthodox but legitimate track
record in the event at 51.8.
STEF:PI.FICIIASE VICTOR
In the 3000 meter steeplechase,
Charlie August took four seconds
off the NCAA qualifying time with
a 9:19.7.
Chris Papanieoltiou won the pole
vault at 16-6 hut teammate Bob

Wear
cupt’ n’
for

Slover and Santa Clara’s Ed Martinsen had the same mark.
The Mexican Olympic team entries performed admirably as
lindo Flores long jumped 25-1’,
Miguel Gonzales and Carmelo
Reyes ran 21.3 in the 200 and the
880 and 440 teams made the Spartans work for wins.

C14310,11

Jiang 3en

OVIR 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

Select an unfurnished apartment and

RENT YOUR FURNITURE

44

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 e.rn -3 p.m.
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
San Jose

Fresh, Colorful
Month-to-Month
24-11our DeliveryStudent l’ackages

44

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetoMP.0,1

-1(

Visit One of Our Bay Area Showrooms
*
?
4,

1046 Morse Ave. 734-2440
SUNNYVALE

1316 Marston Rd. 347-6631
BURL1NGAME

1992 REPUBLIC 483-8363
SAN LEANDRO

’4(
* ***** ********************************** ***** **************** ***** * ***** **

411 aitom ..g"fiLad,

**********************
./. Trans World
Airlines, Dept. 208
’ Grand Cent r.L I Station
P.O. Box 25, New York,
N.Y. 10017
.... Send me TWA Student
Tour informatiun.

at
S. Winchester

’ Name
Address
City
State
*******

SEND

glankeb
Ivy cleaned 6" only
regular 1.96

$1.29
7i44 week only at

Golden West Cleaners
25 S 3rei

292-1052

Sired

(1,1111.11
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only

Villa.

for 11.79

10) laillopi,
rhink how dazzled you could be by all the splendors ofofEuropeChartres

turned on by theNM(71,tilsalk-1 ftl’int:eiLd1114)11171- the majesty
-splashing in exotic swimming pools on the Riviera
grooving on the original pizzaconquering the latterhornfinding
the real you at Carnaby Street.
Give yourself a thrill. "lake one of TWA’s Student Tours.
They come in all shapes and sizesthree weeks to 10 weeksa few cities or the whole routefrom $695 to $2121.30.
( your travel agent). Or TWA.
Call Mr. Information
good all over.
It’ll make you feel

NEW LOW

PRICES!
ON ALL LP RECORDS

4"
579

1501 Vermont
285-7780
SAN FRANCISCO

UNNIITIU1114
RENTAL CORP

NOW AT MUSIC BOX

LIST PRICE:

lir) pc! iiiffith

camat wear

3arl

2081

Furniture
No Lease
Service
Available from

REG. DISCOUNT
PRICE:

NEW LOW
PRICES:

499

399

399

339

u.iltiikiri
rtip".V.IV
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Iii/Piki1)
firOilittreq.
000000 r:
Mini ist

MUSIC BOX

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.
AI,.

,
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mond ,a, 14 1, Record-Breaking
SJS Awarded Science Grant
Week for Library;
Spartaguide

11-15TARTAN DAILY

2,558 New Books

TODAY
*mina 11.11a Alewife.. All day
sumMer issue of
I
Sparta Lite in the Journalism
Building, Sew nth Street and other
locations. Price for the magazine
Is 35 cents. Theme for Sparta Life
is "The Movement."
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., E247.
Important meeting, all actives
must attend.
SAMA - Student Advancement
for Mexlean-Americane, 4:30 p.m.,
177 S. 10th St . fildy,. V.
Manpowi-r Administration Club,
General meet12:30 p to.,
ing and eievtion of officers.
TOMORROW
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7 pun, LC318.
Accounting lab.
Health Science (’Iub, 12:30 p.m.,
Faculty ROOM Cafeteria A. Dr.
Smolensky. professor of health
science, will talk on the health
science major’s role in the community. Last meeting of the semester.
Circle K, 1:30 p.m., ED446.
Election of next semes.ter’s.officem
SJS Ski Chili, 8 p.m., JC141.
Elections, beach party plans and
signups. Signors; for beach pasty
will continue in Student Affairs
Business Office. It is free to members and $1 for guests,
Kaydettes, 6:30 p.m., MacQuarTie Hall, third 11.., .1’ eadet lounge.

Everyone please attend meeting,
ele,thai oh ilev. Whiter:, lin itexi
A retard fruniber ot books was
fall.
Dental (’hub, U pm., Cafeteria catalogued in the SJS library, acA. A dinner meeting at which cording to Jaries F. Martin, resome local dentists will attend.
search and development librarian.
WEDNESDAY
During the week of April 22-26,
Spartan Chinese Club, 6:30 p.m., 2,558 new books were processed
Cafeteria A and B. Election dinand sent to the circulation departner to start at 6:30 p.m. Free meal
ment for shelving.
coupon of $1 to all members. FolThe catalogue department, relowing dinner, election of cabinet
cently streamlined by the library
members for next academic year.
director, Dr. Stuart Baillie, handled 2,558 books and periodicals.
Till ItSDAY
figure represents 1,000 more
16Paell Student Organization
8:30 pm., Morris Dailey Audi- books than the weekly average of
torium. Yaffa Yarkonl, Israeli’s processed literature.
"This reixed will probably riot
most popular recording star, will
give a ooncert of folk music in be broken in the future us it repre
different languages. Tickets ass- sents an all-srtil effort to rxruces",
available in the Student Affairs a large backlog of books," Martin
commented.
Business Office.

VAUGHN
END OF SCHOOL YEAR

100 each
Special Quantify Discounts
N. Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

SUITS

39.50 Now 19.88

79.50 Now 39.33

49.50 Now 24.63

89.50 Now 44.33

59.50 Now 20.33

100.0C, Now 49.33

65.00 Now 32.33

Sweaters...

SLACKS._

RENT

19.95

Now

7.88

22.95 Now 11.33
27.50 Now 13.63

SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT AND DRESS SHIRTS

(student rotes)

5.95 NOW ... 2.88
6.95 NOW ... 3.33
7.50 NOW ... 3.63
Many other items
Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Fri. delivery

BOO CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

at

Less than 1/2 price

RUGHti
AT SATHER GATE
1Jslynasirr MIEN’S Soon
LOS *114150. KONA
NM MO. SU inst. SOCSSISINTO, MIK

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

Most girls stuff
is just a"Cover-Up’..

but not Pamprin.
Not all girl’s stuff "covers up."
PAMPRIN.

Here’s one

product that does more:

PAMPRIN makes a woman look and feel better,... without relying on
"camouflage." PAMPRIN is specifically designed to get at a ba3ic
cause of pre-menstrual problems. Problems of temporary water-weight
gain. That puffy feeling that can make you feel miserable the week
before your period. (It’s that extra water-weight causing pressure
on
tissues that makes for headaches and pre-menstrual tension.)
PAMPRIN does what aspirin doesn’t. It alleviates the "bloating."
So it
gets at the cause of the pain. Instead of just covering it up. PAMPRIN
makes a woman feel more like a woman. Every day of the month.
So
every coed can live life a little bit better. Now that PAMPRIN is
going
to college.
PAMPRIN. It’s definitely

51,

girl’s stuff.

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
iccept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimlnatien on the basis of
face color creed or national origin.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ili
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 2976522.
MUSICIANS & SINGERS. Member of
well known local group forming new
rock/RnB band. Emphasis on originals
& recording. Interested? 292-2222/2922352.
EXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED
testing methods for overcoming fears
of heights, small enclosures, snakes, &
worms. If you have any of these fears,
please call Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total
freedom & awareness without DRUGS’
Scientology has the answers. For in.
formation call 244.3998. 3250 McKinley
Dr Santa Clara
DOES WEEK-END CONGESTION GIVE
YOU INDIGESTION? Wash & was your
-ar weekdays at ASTOR’S AUTO
WASH. 732 S. 1st.
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
HONDA ’68 Model SS 25 Run 298
miles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
’65 VESPA. Exc. cond, for sale. Used
very little. Best offer. 258-6543 between
& 8 p.m.
’62 TR4 - Radio, heater & tonneau
cover $1050/offer. ’63 DART. 4-dr. Auto.
$850/offer. 867-0740.
TEST DRIVE THE NEW Fiat 124 & 850
Spider & Sports Cpe. Call your Man
on Campus. Francis Wong for personal
service. 293-5995.
’59 VW. Light green. $550/offer. 2931233. Mike, after 10 p.m.
’63 VW. Clean, bright red, wee, radio
$850/best offer. 286-4895.
’67 CHEVELLE SS396. Exc. cond. 2929695 after 6 p.m.
’60 MORRIS MINOR. Call 286-5422
after 5 p.m.
’65 MUSTANG CONY. Baby-blue. 3spd. V8. New tires, exc. cond. $1500,
297-8330, (Ron)
’64 FALCON CONY. V8, R/H. Good
tires. Exc. cond. $1050. 292-8098 or 2934655.
TWO 8.45X15 tires in exc. cond. $18.
248-7620.
1944 VW SEDAN FOR SALE or trade
for late model jeep. Ph. 248-7620.
’58 VW, Blue, gray. New clutch & battery. Must sell. $375/offer. 298-3542
tItem 3 p.m.
’62 OLDS. R/H, AT, bucket seats. Very
dean, exc. cond. Good tires. New muffler & brakes. $695, 262-8618.
’65 HONDA 50 Sport. Good cond.
S 125 offer. Call 287-0503. Ask for Rick.
’63 VESPA 150. Immaculate. Low mileage. $195. 259-0331.
’56 FORD VC 2-dr. Pwr. st. Red/Heat.
Low mileage. Exc. cond. $150. 297-9981.
’64 VW. New tires, brakes, clutch,
Radio, ow, White color. Call 269-4112
after 5 pm, $900.

pAmpR111

$1.00
$2.00
$2.95
100 for $2.50

BANKAMERICM10

IL

rd sects for a woman’s world

ReteiNIES

Get your eat ready for summer
fun. Stop in at Silva’s and have your
car completely serviced. At your
request we will tune, replace, adjust and service any or all necessary
components to insure you of a summer of motoring pleasure.

h141,01I,

Silva Service; serving SJS students
for 35 years.

78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

Late for Class?

ELAN METAL SK115, Super GSL, 205cm.
Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
like new. $85, Call Jim after 6 p.m.
298-1561.
FURNITURE FOR SALE. Cedar chest,
hide-a -bed couch, rocker, tables, cabinets, twn-bed, bookcase, headboard.
Reasonable. Call Judy, 266-8754.
1000 BONNIE & CLYDE Era genuine
leather, suede & fur coats & ’tickets,
$5-15. Peggy’s Imports, 159 Columbus
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
Open every day 1 p.m.-7 p.m. The
grooviest store in the world!
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazines.
1920-1960, over 300. $60. Call 257-0841.
NEW DYNEL 22" honey-blonde Fall.
Fall & styrofoam head, $20, 297-3496
after 5 p.m.
TAND8ERG MODEL 64 Stereo tape recorder w/walnut cabinet. Exc. cond.
$250, call 294-8917.
TIRED OF LOOKING for a crummy
parking spot? Try a bike! 3-spd. man’s
Bookrack. ENC. cond. $30, 287.0894.
GREAT BOOKS! Almost new; $350/
offer. Call 354-4969. Save money!
UNDERWOOD OFFICE type elec. typewriter. Full key board. Exc. cond. $95.
Also, SLINGERLAND 22" bass drum &
14" snare drum w/foof peddle & stand.
$30 takes both. 295-3993 after $ p.m.
8MM MOVIE CAMERA & case. Kodak
Auto. eye. Good cond. $12/offer. 251-6686 after 6 p.m.
SURFBOARD. Harbour Rapier 9’4" pintail. 5 wks. old, no dings. $125, call
293-9727, Ken.
STEREO: SCOTT LK-48 amp., miracord
10H, Koss Pro -4. $120. Also, MICROSCOPE: Owens, 40X, 100X, 400X, &40.
Call John at 287-1869 after 7 p.m.
GUILD, hollow body guitar & case. Exc.
cond. Call 286-1972.
HELP WANTED 14/
GO-GO DANCERS NEEDED. $3-6/hr.
Full or part-time work. Must be over
21. Call for interview. The Pink Poodle,
292-2676.

295-8968

We’ll Perk It for ‘foul

HOUSING (5)

SERVICES 181-

SUMMER RENTALS. $25-40/mo. per
student. Four-Seventy 470 S. 11th) Apts.
- CBI (215 S. 121h) Apts. Fireplaces,
pool, new carpets, new furniture. Manager at 470 S. 11th. *1 287-6074, 295-2242.
HUSBAND DRAFTED: Need 1 or 2
roommates for summer &/or Fall. Prefer
girl in similar situation or Jr. or Sr.
2 bdrm. apt., own room. Call 297-9164.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $55/mo.
I-bdrm. duplex. Walk to campus. 121
N. 10th. Chuck. 294-5835. 6-10 p.m.
STUDIO APT. NEEDED for fall sew. $60$80/mo. Call after 6 p.m. any nite
Alyson Smith. 286-2823.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598. Special summer rates.

STUDIO APT. FOR RENT. $55/mo. including util. Female only. 1/2 block from
campus. 297-6433.
SUMMER RATES
Have many older back, I & 2 bdrm.
apts. & houses. Rents start at $50/mo.
292-9400.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for summer to share 2-bdrm. apt. Call Sally
Riggs. 295-2916.
BEAUTIFUL, FURN. apts. for rent. Girls
only. Spec. summer rates. 550 S. I I th.
269-4409.
LOST AND FOUND (61

GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
Baxter,
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim Koski, 968.0944 anytime.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2436313.9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-1295.
TYPING - Thesis & term paper. 2642067 & 264-3059.
EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis & term
papers. East San Jose. 258-4335.
TRANSPORTATION 191

HND. MADE SILVER wed, band lost: RIDERS TO INDIANAPOLIS & polo",
5/10/68. men’s restrm. lit fl. Art Dept. taut. Leave May 241h. You pay cos
Of sentimental value. Call 298.0669.
Ph. 732.4035 before 7 a.m. & after 10
Pxn.
PERSONALS 171
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
MOUSE - I down, 3 to go. T. Bear.
SUE - Are you going to see Gary
Cooper & Mae West Sat. nite at Morris
Dailey? Bring your roomie & we’ll
double. - J.Q.R.
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To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

10’ SAILBOAT w/trailer & acess. Best
nffer over $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
286-3606.
SURFBOARD. White Owl 96". Good
cond. 2 redwood, 1 balsa wood stringers. $75, 244-1876.
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Let’s Go Home!!

(CLOSE TO CAMPUS)

55.50 Now 27.63

Now 5.33

XEROXfi COPIES

QUICK 81/2x I I BLACK ON WHITE COPIES
For term papers, theses, reports of all types

734 South First Street

Sportcoats

10.95

ter& The class will meet each
Wednesday at 7 p.m. and have allday meetings every third Saturday.
The National Science Fouridanon ig paying all tuition and colDr. Itobert
SJS professor lege lees, a book allowance, and
of geology, will direct the institute. a travel allowance.
Other staff members are Stanley
White of the Fresno State geology
Spartan Daily Classifieds
department and Robert Read, associate professor of meterology at
Like Ringing 20.000
SJS.
Doorbells
Eight units of graduate credit
may be earned for the two spinesstudy the physical, meterological,
and geological aspects of oceanography. Seeiau.I semester will
cover the chemical and biological
aspect s.

Clark Bros. Printing Co.

SALE

XEROX’ COPIES

An $11,270 grant has been
awarded to SJS by the National
Science Fouridation to conduct an
ItrAltate in Cle&fillOg
Ii,
aciadeniie
I’LLPi I) I. or lit.
year.
The institute is designed to prepare high school instructors to
teach earth or marine science
courses for which they have had
little or no previous training. The
class will meet at the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories.
First semester participants will
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o
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